TOP 5 BARS
FOR DRINKING IN
GRANADA

...for simply a good time!

Granada is filled with amazing tapas bars where you get a free dish of
food with your drink and we've highlighted the best ones in our Top 5
Guide to Granada's Tapas Bars but there are so many more places to
go out and have a good time that we had to create another list telling
you about them. From modern bars that have eliminated the tapas
culture to charming dive bars that you might have missed otherwise,
we list them all here:
by Concierge99.com

1

TABERNA CHICA

A tiny bar you'd be forgiven for dismissing when walking by as it
doesn't appear to be much at all; one small room, bar stools and at
various points in the day, either teeming with revellers or more sedate
locals from the neighbourhood. Once you're here though, wait til you
try the Jamón Asado, a dish that Paco serves up with each generous
pour. A very reasonably priced option for a fun night out!
Address: C/ Jesus y Maria, 2

2

RAS BAR

Another little doorway that you might miss walking by; Ras Bar starts
small but opens out into a bigger dining area at the back, facing the
river. Pop in here with friends after a day of sightseeing to settle into
the cosy surroundings, interesting decor and delicious tapas. See the
tortilla freshly made, the jamón being cut and try the croquetas de
jamón for a more filling snack.
Address: Carrera del Darro, 66

3

SAN MATÍAS 30

This modern style bar is always packed with young locals sipping on
massive, goldfish bowl-like Gin Tonics from early evening until late.
Pack in with them to enjoy the strong music playlist, the friendly staff
and cool atmosphere. No tapas served here (except a bowl of nuts if
you're lucky) so it's a great option for a stop before or after food into
the early hours.
Address: Plaza de las Descalzas, 3 on C/San Matías

4

RESTAURANTE LÍO

This bar is perfectly located at the centre of it all; smack in front of La
Catedral main doors and surrounded by a bustling neighbourhood of
bars, cafés and little shops.
It's open all day starting with breakfast but continues into the night
with the typical large Gin Tonics and other cocktails. Another good
stop for a group in the middle of town before or after eating (no tapas
here).
Address: Plaza de las Pasiegas in front of La Catedral

5

PLAZA DE CARLOS CANO

For those days when it's just starting to warm up, when the sun is out
and everyone throngs the streets to replenish their Vitamin D after a
long winter...this is the plaza in which to spend that afternoon.
And if it's already hot outside, then where better to spend it than
under a cooling umbrella in the breezy plaza with restaurants and
cafés on all sides to choose from. It's a great spot to relax for hours, let
the kids run free and enjoy the free tapas with your drinks.
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